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a b s t r a c t

Web advertising, a form of online advertising, which uses the Internet as a medium to post product or
service information and attract customers, has become one of the most important marketing channels.
As one prevalent type of web advertising, contextual advertising refers to the placement of the most
relevant ads at appropriate positions of a web page, so as to provide a better user experience and increase

how to select as relevant ads for a given page as possible, without considering the positional effect of the
ad placement on the page, resulting in an unsatisfactory performance in ad local context relevance. In
this paper, we address the novel problem of position-wise contextual advertising, i.e., how to select and
place relevant ads properly for a target web page. In our proposed approach, the relevant ads are selected
based on not only global context relevance but also local context relevance, so that the embedded ads
yield contextual relevance to both the whole target page and the insertion positions where the ads are
placed. In addition, to improve the accuracy of global and local context relevance measure, the rich
wikipedia knowledge is used to enhance the semantic feature representation of pages and ad candidates.
Last, we evaluate our approach using a set of ads and pages downloaded from the Internet, and
demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.

& 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Web advertising is becoming an increasingly important and
popular advertising market today. PwC1 predicts that web advertis-
ing will become the second largest advertising medium in America
after TV within the next four years, and spending in this area will
increase from 24 billion dollars in 2009 to 34 billion dollars in 2014.
A large part of web advertising consists of textual ads, which are
short text messages usually marked as “sponsored links” or similar.
Now, there are two main types of textual web advertising, i.e.,
sponsored search and contextual advertising [1,2]:
1.
 Sponsored search (also called keyword-targeted advertising),
which selects ads based on keywords contained in search
ll rights reserved.

enzhou 325035, China.
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ervices company
queries given by users, is characterized by placing paid textual
ads links on the result pages returned by a web search engine
(e.g., Google).
2.
 Contextual advertising (also called content-targeted advertising),
which judges the context relevance of ads to the page that the
user is browsing, refers to the selection of relevant commercial ads
for the target page.

One of the important advantages of contextual advertising over
the sponsored search is that it can support various types of web
sites, which range from individual bloggers and small niche
communities to large publishers (e.g., major newspapers). Now,
almost all for-profit non-transactional sites, i.e., the sites that do
not sell anything directly, rely heavily on the revenues from
contextual advertising. Without contextual ads, the Web will lose
the most of its market value.

The first major contextual advertising platform was provided by
Google in 2003 [3]. Now, almost all popular search engines such as
Baidu, Yahoo! and Microsoft Bing provide similar platforms for ad
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publishers and web site owners. As shown in Fig. 1, a contextual
advertising platform generally consists of the following four parts
[1,2,4–6]:
1.
 The advertiser provides the supply of textual ads, which is
usually a company that wants to use the ad platform to
promote their products or services, and needs to pay for its
textual ads.
2.
 The publisher is the owner of a web site on which textual ads
are placed, who typically aims to provide a good user experi-
ence and increase the number of ad-clicks, so as to maximize
the market revenue.
3.
 The ad platform is a software system of matching ads to pages,
which allows the publisher to select appropriate ads based on
the context similarity between pages and ads for advertisers
that create the ad revenue for the publisher.
4.
 End users consist of customer groups who have potential
interest in the ads while browsing the content of a web page,
supplied by the publisher.

The most dominant online advertising pricing model is pay-
per-click (PPC), where the advertisers pay a certain amount to the
publisher and the ad platform for each user's click on the ads. In
addition, there are also other types of pricing models for textual
ads, including: (1) pay-per-impression (PPI), where the advertisers
pay for the number of ads displayed on a web page and (2) pay-
per-action (PPA), where the payment made by the advertiser
is calculated by each sale originating from the ads. Since
most existing contextual advertising approaches are based on
Fig. 1. A contextual advertising platform.

Fig. 2. Three examples of placing ads on a web page, w
the PPC model [1,2,4–6], in this paper, we also use this model
for simplicity.
1.1. Problem statement

Under the PPC pricing model, in [2,6,7], it has been pointed out
that given a target page p, the revenue of the publisher and the ad
platform can be estimated as: ∑i ¼ 1;2;…;kPðclickjp; aiÞ � priceðaiÞ, where
k is the number of ads displayed on the page p and priceðaiÞ is the
click-price of the current ad ai. After simplifying the model, the
revenue can be maximized by searching for: arg maxi Pðclickjp; aiÞ.
Thus, to maximize the PPC pricing model, we would need to select
proper ads to maximize the probability of user's ad-clicks.

In general, the probability of user's ad-clicks is positively related
to user's interest in the ad content. Furthermore, we assume that a
web user should be interested in the page content that he is
currently browsing, i.e., the page content that a user currently
browsing could reflect the user's interest to a certain extent. Thus,
we believe that the users’ ad-click rate can be boosted by increasing
the context relevance of an ad to the page position where the ad is
placed. A number of studies also have shown similar conclusions, e.g.,
it was pointed out in [2,6,7] that the ads should be relevant to their
surrounding page content; and it was further pointed out in [8–10]
that the in-image ads should be not only relevant to the entire page
but also locally relevant to their hosting image.

Based on the above observations, to maximize the PPC pricing
model (i.e., to increase the users' ad-click rate as much as possible,
and thus maximize the revenue), we would need to solve two key
problems. The first problem is how to select as relevant ads for a
given page as possible. As shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), for example,
given a page about “travel in China”, embedding the page with an
ad about “hotel information” or “tour service” would attract more
user attention than randomly chosen ads.

A web page (especially for a long page), however, may cover
multiple topics (or multiple subtopics under the same topic), such
that an ad, which is relevant to the entire page, may be not locally
relevant to the page position where the ad is placed. The second
problem is the placement of relevant ads at appropriate positions
of a web page, making each ad close to the page segments that are
really relevant to the ad. For example, as shown in Fig. 2(b) and (c),
for the page position next to the segment “Beijing”, embedding the
position with the ad “Great Wall tour” would increase the interest
of users clicking on the ad more than the other ad “Xian hotel”,
although the two ads are both relevant to the entire page.
here the highlighted areas indicate associated ads.
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Now, there have been a number of studies addressing
contextual advertising (see the related work given in Section 2),
however, most of which estimated the context relevance by
analyzing the co-occurrence of the same keywords or phrases
between pages and ads (namely, based on keyword matching). On
the one hand, as pointed out in [4], the keyword matching may
cause problems such as homonymy and polysemy, low intersec-
tion of keywords and context mismatch, resulting in the selection
of irrelevant ads for a target web page and the decrease of
accuracy on contextual advertising. On the other hand, all these
studies mainly focus on how to select globally relevant ads for a
given web page, without considering how to place the ads on the
web page properly (i.e., the selected ads would be always
embedded into a predefined position), making the embedded
ads locally irrelevant to the surrounding page content sometimes,
consequently, decreasing the willingness of users to click the ads
to a certain extent. To the best of our knowledge, our paper is one
of the first attempts to explore the placement of relevant ads in a
web page (i.e., position-wise contextual advertising).

1.2. Contributions

Motivated by the above observations, in this paper we propose
a novel contextual advertising approach by considering not only
the selection of relevant ads for a target web page but also the
placement of the ads on the page. More specifically, the contribu-
tions of this paper include the following three aspects:
1.
 A framework of considering both global and local context
relevance is proposed, so that the selected ads yield context
relevance to both the whole target page and the insertion
positions where the ads are placed.
2.
 A context relevance measure approach is proposed by leveraging
wikipedia, one of the largest human knowledge bases, to enrich
the semantic feature representation for pages and textual ads,
so as to improve the measure accuracy of global and local
context relevance.
3.
 Last, we perform experimental evaluation in terms of advertising
accuracy and running efficiency over a set of web pages and ad
candidates, which are downloaded from the Internet.

1.3. Organizations

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
survey the related work about contextual advertising techniques.
Section 3 formulates the problem of position-wise contextual
advertising. Section 4 describes our proposed approach to
position-wise contextual advertising, i.e., based on the wikipedia
knowledge, how to select and place relevant ads properly for a
target web page. Section 5 presents our experimental setup and
experimental evaluation results. Section 6 discusses the novelty of
our proposed approach as well as some disadvantages. Last, we
conclude our work in Section 7.
2. Related work

In this section, we review the literatures related to our work
from the following two aspects: keyword matching and wikipedia
matching.

2.1. Keyword matching

Traditional keyword matching can be used to estimate the ad
relevance by analyzing the co-occurrence of the same keywords
between the ad and the page. In this approach, the cosine measure
[11] is used to calculate the similarity between a page and an ad. The
cosine measure is an important technique often used in information
retrieval to calculate the similarity between textual documents. In
addition, the technique about how to implement an effective content
extraction from a web page (mainly referring to a HTML document)
is also important, which has been discussed in [12].

A recent research result about applying keyword matching into
contextual advertising was presented in [13]. In this work, all the
ads and pages are represented as vectors in a vector space. In order
to solve the problem of the low intersection of keywords between
pages and ads, the authors proposed to augment a page with
additional keywords from other pages that are similar to that page.
Next, the authors explored 10 different strategies to select differ-
ent parts of pages and ads, used as a basis for the vectors of the
pages and ads. Last, the authors matched the pages and the ads
based on the cosine of the angle between the ad vector and the
page vector to select relevant ads for a given target page.

In [14], under the assumption that an ad can be viewed as a noisy
translation of a web page, the authors selected the ads that provide
the best translation for the page. In [6], an approach to leveraging
sentiment detection to improve contextual advertising was pre-
sented, which combines contextual advertising matching with senti-
ment analysis to select ads that are related to the positive (or neutral)
aspects of a blog and ranks the ads according to their relevance. In
[15], the authors proposed to use lexical graphs created from web
corpora as a means of computing improved content similarity
metrics between ads and pages. The results indicated that using
lexical graph can provide evidence of significant improvement in the
perceived relevance of the recommended ads. A new architecture
(called blog context overlay network) was proposed in [16], to fulfill
context matching between blog-based knowledge management
systems, and as a conclusion, a measurement for contextual similar-
ity between blogs was also presented.

In [8,9], aiming at contextual image advertising, the authors
proposed an advertising system driven by images, which can auto-
matically associate relevant ads with an image rather than the entire
text on a page, and seamlessly insert the ads in non-intrusive areas
within each individual image. In this system, the relevant ads were
selected based not only on textual relevance but also on visual
similarity, so that the ads yield contextual relevance to both the text
in the page and the image content. Moreover, the ad insertion
positions were detected based on image saliency to minimize
intrusiveness. The authors also used traditional keyword matching
for ad selection.

As pointed out in [4,17], however, the main drawback of
keyword matching is that it may lead to some problems such as
homonymy and polysemy, low intersection of keywords and
context mismatch, resulting in dramatically degrading the context
relevance of selected ads to their pages.

2.2. Wikipedia matching

In order to solve the problems of homonymy and polysemy, the
low intersection of keywords and context mismatch, in the area of
clustering, a new technique called wikipedia matching was proposed
recently, which uses wikipedia as the reference model to enhance
the semantic representation of text documents and thus improve the
accuracy of similarity measure of text documents. The basic idea of
wikipedia matching is to introduce wikipedia articles as a semantic
reference space, and in turn, the semantics of each text document are
reflected and enhanced by projecting the original term space of text
documents into this additional reference model.

In [4], based on wikipedia matching, the authors presented a
solution to contextual advertising. In their work, 1000 feature articles
are first chosen from wikipedia. Next, for each ad, the feature articles
that are related to the ad are selected by using the traditional cosine
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similarity measure; and for a page, the same procedure is followed
and articles which are related to the page are selected. Last, using the
feature articles as the intermediate semantic reference model on
which the ads and the page are re-expressed as vectors, the approach
determines the ads that exhibit more relevance to the page, and
construct a ranking function to select the ads that are most relevant to
the page. In [18,19], the authors improved this work by introducing
three selective matching strategies to refine the selection of really
relevant reference articles for a page (or an ad), so as to better balance
accuracy and efficiency in contextual advertising.

In [17,20], the authors proposed a similar approach, aiming at
textual document clustering. First, the authors automatically
construct a thesaurus of concepts from wikipedia. Then, they
introduce a framework to expand the traditional representation
of document terms with semantic relations (i.e., synonymy,
hyponymy and associative relations), demonstrating its efficacy
in enhancing previous methods for text classification.

In [21], the authors proposed to use wikipedia, one of the
largest human knowledge base, to understand a user's query
intent, without the need to collect large quantities of examples
to train an intent classifier. In this approach, the wikipedia
concepts are used as the intent representation space, thereby,
each intent domain is represented as a set of wikipedia articles
and categories. Then, the intent of any input query is identified
through mapping the query into the wikipedia representation
space. Compared to previous work, this approach can achieve
better coverage to classify queries in an intent domain, although
the number of seed intent examples is small.

However, most existing wikipedia matching techniques are not
designed for contextual online advertising, resulting in seldom
considering the problem of running efficiency. Therefore, these
techniques are generally difficult to be applied into contextual
advertising directly. In addition, the main drawback of most
existing contextual advertising techniques (including keyword
matching and wikipedia matching), except what mentioned above,
is that they only focus on the selection of relevant ads for a target
web page, without considering the positional effect of the ad
placement on the page.
3. Problem definition

Without loss of generality, the problem of position-wise con-
textual advertising is defined as the selection and placement of the
most relevant ads for a given target web page. In this section, we
provide a formal definition of this problem.

Let p be a target page that consists of Nb ad insertion positions,
represented by B¼ fbigNb

i ¼ 1. Let A be the candidate ad database
that contains Na ads, represented by A¼ fajgNa

j ¼ 1. Let N be the
...

...

Fig. 3. The main framework of our approach
number of expected ads to be embedded into a page, generally,
which is given by the publisher. Let RGðp; ajÞ be the global context
relevance between the page p and the ad aj, and RLðbi; ajÞ be the
local context relevance between the ad insertion position bi and
the ad aj. Suppose we introduce the following design variables:
x¼ ½x1; x2;…; xNa � and y¼ ½y1; y2;…; yNb

�, where xj and yi indicate
whether aj and bi are selected (xj¼1 and yi¼1) or not (xj¼0 and
yi¼0). Then, the above expectation about selecting the most
relevant N ads from the database A and placing them properly
on the page p can be formulated as the following nonlinear 0–1
integer programming problem (NIP) [22]:

max
x;yð Þ

f x; yð Þ ¼wg ∑
Na

j ¼ 1
xjRG p; aj

� �þwl ∑
Na

j ¼ 1
∑
Nb

i ¼ 1
xjyiRL bi; aj

� �

s:t: ∑
Na

j ¼ 1
xj ¼N; ∑

Nb

i ¼ 1
yi ¼N; xj; yi∈f0;1g ð1Þ

In the above equation, the parameters wg and wl control the
emphasis on global and local context relevance, and satisfy the
constraints: 1≥wg ;wl≥0 and wg þwl ¼ 1, whose suitable values
can be trained by cross-validation experiments.

Based on Eq. (1), we can conclude that the effectiveness of a
position-wise contextual advertising approach mainly depends on
the global and local context relevance RGðp; ajÞ and RLðbi; ajÞ, whose
accuracy and efficiency would directly determine the accuracy and
efficiency of position-wise contextual advertising.
4. Methodology

In this section, we present our approach to position-wise
contextual advertising. In this work, we take into account compre-
hensively both global and local context relevance, so as to improve
the overall ad's relevance to the target web page; and we combine
informative wikipedia knowledge with conventional keyword
matching, so as to improve the measure accuracy of context
relevance. The main framework of our approach is presented in
Fig. 3, which comprises the following four steps:
1.
to p
Page segmentation: for a target page, a page segmentation
algorithm is used to prune all unnecessary parts (such as
navigation links and HTML elements) and partition the page
into several segments.
2.
 Page featured representation: based on the informative wikipe-
dia knowledge, each segment is mapped into three feature
representation vectors, a keyword vector, a concept vector and
a category vector.
3.
 Ad insertion position detection: all ad insertion positions of the
page are detected based on the context relevance among all the
osition-wise contextual advertising.
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segments, such that in each insertion position a segment
should be of higher internal relevance with other segments in
the same block, but of lower external relevance with those in
different blocks. Meanwhile, for each ad insertion position, its
feature vectors are generated by combining the feature vectors
of all the segments in the block.
4.
 Ad selection and placement: the page-ads matching module
ranks all candidate ads according to the global and local
relevance between the ads and the content of the whole page
and the insertion positions, such that the ads that yield context
relevance to both the page and the insertion positions would be
embedded into the target page.

It should be pointed out that each ad in the ad candidate database
has been in advance mapped into feature vectors (i.e., a keyword
vector, a concept vector and category vector). Besides, we also make
the preprocessing of wikipedia concept and category information to be
completed offline. Thus, the total actual running cost of our approach,
which is mainly dependent on the time spent generating the required
feature vectors for the target page and making the context matching
between the page and all ad candidates, would be dramatically
decreased to improve the real advertising performance. In the follow-
ing sections, we will detail these processing steps, respectively.

4.1. Page segmentation

This step aims to complete the preparation work for subse-
quent ad selection and placement. First, each target page p is
processed by an HTML content extraction tool [23], which can
prune all unnecessary parts for a web page (such as navigation
links and HTML elements) by analyzing an HTML DOM tree,
consequently, keeping only the main text content (instead of the
whole page). Second, based on paragraph partition flags (such as
newline), the main content text of the page p is partitioned into
several segments, represented by G¼ fgigNg

i ¼ 1. Third, non-keywords
without concrete meaning (e.g., articles, prepositions) are
removed from each segment so as to improve the context
relevance measure accuracy. This process is completed using a
reference library of non-keywords. In doing this, we download a
word library from Youdao Dictionary2 that consists of about
82 730 common words, and find out all the function words from
the dictionary as the reference library of non-keywords. Last, each
keyword of segments is processed by a stemming algorithm [23]
that truncates the suffix of the word and reduces it to a stem. It
should be pointed out that since this step adopts a simple page
content extraction tool, it cannot work well with regard to
complex web pages, e.g., HTML + CSS + JavaScript (i.e., actually,
we simply treat each page as a text document).

Now, we obtain a set of keywords for each segment gi in the
target page p, represented by KðgiÞ ¼ fcountðwj; giÞgN

i
k

j ¼ 1, where
countðwj; giÞ denotes the frequency of occurrences of the keyword
wj in the segment gi and Nk

i denotes the number of keywords in
the segment gi. Next, based on KðgiÞ, combined with the tf-idf
(term frequency-inverse document frequency) weight [24], we can
further generate a feature representation vector (called a keyword
vector) for the segment gi, represented by VKðgiÞ, which consists of
the tf-idf values of all the keywords contained in the segment.

4.2. Page featured representation

After page segmentation, all segments are represented as
“sets of keywords” (i.e., keyword vectors), and the textual
2 Youdao Dictionary, a dictionary released by the NetEase company—http://
.youdao.com
closeness between two segments can be measured by the
similarity of the two keyword vectors (i.e., keyword matching).
However, as mentioned in the related work section, keyword
matching, due to not taking into account any semantic informa-
tion, may lead to some problems such as homonymy and
polysemy, low intersection of keywords, context mismatch,
etc., and thus impact the context relevance accuracy measured
by using keyword matching alone.

In order to improve the measure accuracy of context rele-
vance, we leverage the informative wikipedia knowledge along
with keyword matching, to judge the overall semantic and
textual similarity between segments (as well as pages and ad
candidates). To do this, this step aims to map each page segment
into two new feature representation vectors: a concept vector
and a category vector, which would be used to measure the
semantic similarity between segments. In addition, compared to
existing relevance measure approaches, which are not designed
for contextual advertising, resulting in seldom considering the
problem of running efficiency, this step also aims to take into
consideration both advertising accuracy and running efficiency,
so as to make our approach more applicable for contextual
advertising. Below, we describe the mapping from a segment to
a concept vector and to a category vector, respectively.

4.2.1. Concept mapping
In wikipedia, each article describes one concept, and the

concept is named after the title of the article, so if the title of a
concept occurs in a segment, it is very likely that the concept is
semantically related to the segment. First, we aim to discover all
the concepts mentioned in a segment and count the frequency
of occurrences of the concepts in the segment. To do this, we
scan each segment gi∈G to find out all the wikipedia titles that
are mentioned in the segment gi, consequently, obtaining a set
T ðgiÞ of titles and a set CðgiÞ of corresponding concepts (i.e.,
named after the titles). However, due to synonymy and polys-
emy, in wikipedia, a concept may correspond to several titles,
and vice versa, i.e., it is a many–many mapping from T ðgiÞ to
CðgiÞ. In order to solve the problem caused by ambiguous key-
words (i.e., polysemy), we define the frequency of occurrences
of each concept cj∈CðgiÞ related to any title t∈T ðgiÞ in the
segment gi as follows:

countðcj; giÞ½t� ¼
0; if t is not a title of the wikipedia concept cj

simkðcj ;giÞ
∑u∈CðtÞsim

kðu;giÞ
� countðt; giÞ; otherwise

� �8<
:

ð2Þ

where (1) countðt; giÞ denotes the frequency of occurrences of t
in gi; (2) CðtÞ denotes a set of concepts named after t; and (3)
simkðcj; giÞ denotes the textual similarity between cj and gi,
which is calculated by using traditional keyword matching.
Then, the frequency of occurrences of the concept cj in the
segment gi can be computed through summing up the frequency
values of occurrences of the concept cj related to each of its titles
in T ðgiÞ, i.e., countðcj; giÞ ¼ ð∑u∈T ðgiÞcountðcj; giÞ½u�Þ.

Now, we obtain a set of concepts for each segment gi in the target
page, represented by CðgiÞ ¼ fcountðcj; giÞgN

i
c

j ¼ 1 (where Nc
i denotes the

number of concepts mentioned in gi), which consists of frequency of
occurrences of each concept cj∈CðgiÞ in the segment gi.

In the above process, synonymy keywords or phrases would be
mapped into the same concept, thereby solving the context
mismatch caused by synonyms. Moreover, for an ambiguous
keyword, which may be associated with some different concepts,
a fulltext comparison (see Eq. (2)) would be made between each of
these concepts and the segment, to determine the concept

http://dict.youdao.com
http://dict.youdao.com
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distribution represented in the segment in terms of various
weights, thereby easing the problem of homonymy and polysemy.

Second, we aim to further expand CðgiÞ by adding more
semantically related concepts. As described in [21], given that
there is a connection between two concepts (i.e., the interlink
between each other) in wikipedia, it is likely that the two concepts
share common topics, i.e., which are semantically related to each
other. The expansion of CðgiÞ is based on such an observation.
Specifically, the expansion is a breadth-first graph traversal pro-
cess that uses the concepts associated with CðgiÞ as start traversal
nodes: (1) for each concept cj associated with CðgiÞ, we obtain all
the concepts that connect to cj in wikipedia, represented by CðcjÞ;
(2) we calculate the frequency of occurrences of each concept
e∈CðcjÞ in the segment gi as follows:

count e; giÞ ¼
numkðe; cjÞ

∑u∈CðcjÞnumkðu; cjÞ

 !
� count cj; giÞ

� 
ð3Þ

where numkðe; cjÞ denotes the number of hyperlinks between the
two concepts e and cj; (3) if countðe; giÞ is greater than a given
threshold λc that is used to control the depth of graph traversal,
then countðe; giÞ will be added into CðgiÞ and (4) the steps 1–3 are
kept on until all the concepts (including those new added) in CðgiÞ
are traversed.

By using the above process, the feature representation of a
page segment would be further enriched with more semantic
concepts, each of which is not mentioned in the segment but
semantically related to the segment to a certain degree (indir-
ectly related), thereby, raising the intersection of concepts
between segments, and easing the problem of the low intersec-
tion of keywords.

4.2.2. Category mapping
In wikipedia, category information provides additional the-

saurus knowledge to reflect the semantic relationship between
concepts. For a category in wikipedia, if there are some concepts
that belong to the category and are semantically related to a
segment, then it is very likely that the category is also semantically
related to the segment. Based on such an observation, this step
aims to leverage wikipedia category information to further enrich
the semantic feature representation of segments.

Let CðejÞ denote a set of concepts belonging to a category ej, and
EðejÞ denote a set of all the immediate subcategories belonging to
ej (i.e., there is a hyperlink from each category in EðejÞ to ej). CðejÞ
and EðejÞ can be both determined by the hierarchical categoriza-
tion structure in wikipedia. Then, the frequency of occurrences of
the category ej in a segment gi∈G is defined as follows:

count ej; giÞ ¼ ∑
c∈CðejÞ

countðc; giÞ
θc

 !
þ ∑

e∈EðejÞ

countðe; giÞ
θe

 ! 
ð4Þ

where θc and θe are two attenuation coefficients that are used to
balance the importance of frequency values of categories in
different depths. In our following experiments, empirically, we
set θc ¼ 4:0 and θe ¼ 8:0.

Based on Eq. (4), a set EðgiÞ ¼ fcountðej; giÞgN
i
e

j ¼ 1 of categories
for the segment gi is obtained, which consists of the frequency
of occurrences of each category ej in the segment gi. The
generation of EðgiÞ is also a breadth-first graph traversal process
that uses the concepts belonging to CðgiÞ as start traversal nodes,
where the traversed graph consists of (1) nodes, concepts
and categories and (2) edges, the hyperlinks within concepts
and categories, as well as the hyperlinks within categories.
A threshold λe is also given to control the depth of such a graph
traversal.

After the above process, the semantic feature representation for
a segment would be further enriched with categories, each of
which is semantically related to the segment more or less, thereby
further easing the problems of homonymy and polysemy, low
intersection of keywords, context mismatch, etc.

Now, for each segment gi in the target page p, we obtain a set
CðgiÞ of concepts and a set EðgiÞ of categories. Based on CðgiÞ and
EðgiÞ, combined with the tf-idfweight, we can further generate two
new feature representation vectors for the segment gi: a keyword
vector and a category vector, respectively, represented by VCðgiÞ
and VEðgiÞ. Besides, in the above process of concept mapping and
category mapping, λc and λe are two important thresholds used to
control the graph traversal depth: (1) a smaller value will achieve
a better result on expanding concepts or categories but results in a
longer search time; whereas (2) a larger value will lead to a
shorter expansion result but a smaller running cost. In our
following experiments, we use greater values (we set λc ¼ 1 and
λe ¼ 0:5) for the expansion on segments so as to obtain good
running performance. This is due to the online featured represen-
tation for the target page, resulting in our prior consideration of
efficiency.

4.3. Ad insertion position detection

Now, each segment in the target page has been represented as
three feature vectors: a keyword vector, a concept vector and a
category vector. This step aims to calculate the similarity between
feature representation vectors to measure the context relevance
between segments, and then merge adjacent segments with
higher relevance into the same block as a candidate ad insertion
position. In this process, we particularly take two aspects of
similarity measures between segments into consideration:
(1) the similarity between keyword vectors capturing the textual
closeness and (2) the similarity between concept vectors (and
category vectors) measuring the relevance from the semantic
perspectives of thesaurus ontology.

For two segments gi and gj (gi; gj∈G) in the target page p, the
overall textual and semantic similarity between them is defined as
follows:

simðgi; gjÞ ¼mk � simkðgi; gjÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
textual similarity

þmc � simcðgi; gjÞ þme � simeðgi; gjÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
semantic similarity

¼mk � cos ∠VKðgiÞ;VKðgjÞ
þmc � cos ∠VCðgiÞ;VCðgjÞ þme � cos ∠VEðgiÞ;VEðgjÞ ð5Þ

where the parameters ðmk;mc;meÞ are used to control the weight
of concept vectors and category vectors in the semantic similarity
computation between segments, as well as the balance between
textual similarity and semantic similarity, which satisfy the
constraints: 1≥ðmk;mc;meÞ≥0 and ðmk þmc þmeÞ ¼ 1:0. It can be
seen from the above equation that the similarity measure
between segments is based on the cosine metric [12], namely
the similarity between two segments is measured by the
cosine value of the angle between the feature vectors of the
segments.

Now, by using Eq. (5), the context relevance between any two
segments in the target page can be measured accurately. Then, we
cluster iteratively adjacent segments in the target page into the
same block if their context relevance is greater than a given
threshold, consequently making that all the segments clustered
in the same block are of higher relevance to each other but of
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lower relevance to others in different blocks. As a result, we obtain
a set of blocks B¼ fbigNb

i ¼ 1, used as candidate ad insertion posi-
tions. Algorithm 1 details the above process.
Algorithm 1. Ad insertion position detection.
4.4. Ad selection and placement

After ad insertion position detection, the target web page p has
been divided into some relatively independent “insertion points”.
Based on the feature vectors of the ad insertion positions, we can
further generate feature vectors for the target page p, represented
by VKðpÞ, VCðpÞ and VEðpÞ.

Moreover, for each candidate ad aj∈A, we have in advance
generated its feature vectors, noted as VKðajÞ, VCðajÞ, and VEðajÞ, by
following the similar procedure to segment feature representation.
However, this step is completed offline, without the need to
consider the running performance. Thus, at the process of concept
mapping and category mapping, different to segment feature
representation, we set smaller values for the thresholds λc and
λe (which are set to 0.02 and 0.05, respectively), so as to expand
ads of relatively limited size with more semantically related
concepts and categories, and as a result ease the problem of low
intersection of keywords.
Now, we complete the feature representation for the target
page p, each ad aj∈A and each ad insertion position bi∈B. Then, the
global context relevance between aj and p, and the local context
relevance between aj and bi can be given by

RGðp; ajÞ ¼ simðp; ajÞ ¼mk � cos∠VKðpÞ;VKðajÞ
þmc � cos∠VCðpÞ;VCðajÞ þme � cos∠VEðpÞ;VEðajÞ ð6Þ

RLðbi; ajÞ ¼ simðbi; ajÞ ¼mk � cos∠VKðbiÞ;VKðajÞ
þmc � cos∠VCðbiÞ;VCðajÞ þme � cos∠VEðbiÞ;VEðajÞ ð7Þ

From Eqs. (6) and (7), it can be seen that, similar to Eq. (5), the
global and local context relevance between an ad and a page are
measured by the overall textual and semantic similarity, so as to
improve the measure accuracy.

After substituting Eqs. (6) and (7) into Eq. (1), we can solve
the problem of position-wise contextual advertising, which is
formally defined in Section 3. However, the number of solutions
in total to Eq. (1) is equal to ðCN

Na
� CN

Nb
� N!Þ, and the solution

searching space will increase dramatically with the increase
of the number of elements in A and B. For example, if there are
10 000 ads in A, 10 placing positions in B, and three ads embedded
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in a page, then the number of solutions will be nearly 1:2� 1014,
which is extremely large. To solve this problem, we use the
genetic algorithm (GA) to search solutions approaching
the global optimum. Practically, we use an algorithm
similar to that in [9], which is shown as Algorithm 2. As a
result, the number of possible solutions is reduced to
ðNa log Na þ NbN′a þ Nb log NbÞ.
Algorithm 2. Ad selection and placement.
5. Experiments

In this section, we experimentally evaluate our approach. First
of all, we present data and the evaluation methodology, and
several candidates which are used as a comparison with our
approach. Then, we evaluate our approach from the following
three aspects: (1) time spent selecting and placing ads for a target
page, i.e., efficiency evaluation; (2) effectiveness of position-wise
contextual advertising over generic pages, i.e., effectiveness evalua-
tion; and (3) effectiveness of position-wise contextual advertising
over ambiguous pages, i.e., ambiguous evaluation.
3 Google AdWords, the Google's main advertising product—http://adwords.
google.com

4 Dump—http://download.wikimedia.org/enwiki/20091103/enwiki-20091103-
pages-articles.xml.bz2

5 Mwdumper—http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Mwdumper
5.1. Data and methodology

We conducted experiments to evaluate our approach by using a
dataset that contains 50 generic pages, 27 ambiguous pages and 10
224 textual ads. The pages were downloaded from the Internet,
with care being taken to ensure that there was an even represen-
tation of various areas such as business, electronics, entertain-
ment, health, etc. Then, each page was processed by page
segmentation and put through the process of tokenization, stem-
ming and non-keyword filtering (see Section 4.1 for detail). The ad
candidates were obtained by querying the Google search engine
for nouns and collecting the sponsored ads embedded in the
returned pages, supplied by Google AdWords.3 Then, the candidate
ads were also put through the same process as the pages, i.e.,
tokenization, stemming and non-keyword filtering.

In addition, we selected more than 260 000 articles and 12 000
categories from the wikipedia archives. First, we downloaded the
compressed XML file4 and imported it into a MySQL database by using
an XML extraction tool,5 and then selected articles and categories from
the MySQL database. Last, these articles were also put through the
process of tokenization, stemming and non-keyword filtering.

In our experiments, we manually judged the content relevance
of embedded ads to their placed pages or positions. For each
web page, we collected human judgment scores that describe the
relevance of ads selected by each of the candidate strategies
(presented in Section 5.2). The human judgment scores for the
relevance of embedded ads to a page (or a position) were
determined by using a scoring method similar to that mentioned
in [17,8,18], and were completed by at least two human assessors
on a scale between 0.0 and 1.0. The detailed scoring grade is given
as follows:
1.
 Relevant (1.0), if the embedded ad is semantically directly
related to the main subject of the page (or the ad insertion

http://adwords.google.com
http://adwords.google.com
http://download.wikimedia.org/enwiki/20091103/enwiki-20091103-pages-articles.xml.bz2
http://download.wikimedia.org/enwiki/20091103/enwiki-20091103-pages-articles.xml.bz2
http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Mwdumper
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position). For example, if the ad is about “Peking Hotel”, and the
insertion position is about “travel in Beijing”, it would be scored
as 1.0.
2.
 Somewhat relevant (0.5), if the embedded ad is semantically
related to the secondary subject of the page (or the position), or
it is related to the topic of the page (or the position) in a general
way. In the above example, if the page is about “travel in China”,
the ad would be judged as 0.5 (i.e., the ad is considered to be
relevant to its position but somewhat relevant to its page).
3.
 Irrelevant (0.0), if the embedded ad is definitely unrelated to
the page (or the position). For example, if the ad is about “Puma
shoes” and the page is about “Puma, an American feline”, it
would be scored as 0.0.

We invited 32 undergraduate students from the Department of
Computer Science, all of whom had sufficient Internet browsing
experience and judgment ability to conduct the evaluation, to act as
assessors to score the embedded ads based on the relevance of each
ad to the page and the position. Each embedded ad was first scored
by assessors independently, and then, to determine the final
relevance score of the ad to the target page and the position, we
averaged the relevance scores given by two assessors for each ad.

5.2. Candidate strategies

In our experiments, we compared the performance of the
following six contextual advertising strategies in terms of
efficiency and effectiveness:
1.
 GT: global textual relevance (i.e., we set wg¼1.0 in Eq. (1); and
we set mk¼1.0 in Eqs. (5)–(7)). This is similar to conventional
contextual advertising approach that adopts keyword matching
alone without considering any semantic information, in which
the ads are globally selected according to the generic content of
the whole page. This is used as the baseline for comparison.
2.
 GLT: global and local textual relevance (i.e., we set wg¼0.4; and
mk¼1.0). The ads are selected by considering the global and
local textual relevance comprehensively. However, the global
and local relevance is measured by using the textual similarity
alone while neglecting the semantic similarity.
3.
 GS: global context relevance with semantics (i.e., wg¼1.0; and
mc¼0.33 and me¼0.33). The ads are selected based on the
global context relevance to the target page, without consider-
ing the local context relevance to the insertion positions, where
the global context relevance is measured by the overall textual
and semantic similarity between ads and pages.
4.
 GLS: global and local context relevance with semantics (i.e.,
wg¼0.4; and mc¼0.33 and me¼0.33). The global and local
context relevance are linearly combined together for ad selection
and placement. This is a recommended strategy in our approach.
5.
 GW: global wikipedia relevance. This is an application of
wikipedia matching into contextual advertising, i.e., the work
given in [4], where the relevance of ads to pages is measured by
wikipedia matching, while the positional placement of ads on
pages is not considered. Moreover, to conduct wikipedia
matching, we used a set of about 3000 featured articles6 as
the reference model.
6.

Table 1
The hardware and software setting.

Item Explanation

Operating system MS Windows XP SP2 Professional
GIW: global improved wikipedia relevance. This is an improved
wikipedia matching approach to contextual advertising, i.e., the
work given in [18], in which the positional placement of ads on
pages is also neglected. In this candidate, we used about 260 000
articles as the intermediate reference model, and chose the first
selective matching strategy to conduct wikipedia matching.
6 Wikipedia feature articles—http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:
tured_articles
It can seen from the above that the first four strategy candi-
dates are generated according to different settings of the para-
meters in Eqs. (1) and (5)–(7). In our approach, since the similarity
between feature vectors of the same type is measured uniformly
by the cosine metric, the parameters ðmk;mc;meÞ can be trained by
cross-validation experiments. In our experiments, the weights in
GS and GLS were set to be equal for simplicity.

5.3. Efficiency evaluation

In the first group of experiments, we aimed to evaluate the
efficiency of our approach, i.e., the time spent selecting ads which
are globally and locally relevant to a target page. The hardware
and software setting is shown in Table 1. In our experiments, the
work of feature representation for all the ads has been completed
offline, i.e., each ad aj in the ad candidate database A has been in
advance represented and stored as feature vectors. Therefore, in
each ad selection for a target page, we only focus on the execution
time consumed by page content extraction, page feature repre-
sentation and page-ads matching. In addition, to improve running
performance, we used a similar memory-based buffer to that
mentioned in [18] in advance to compress and store all the articles
and categories. The experimental results are shown in Table 2.

As we can see from the table, the strategies: GS and GLS, which
need to generate additional concept and category vectors on the
basis of keyword vectors for a target page, incurs a higher time
cost than the benchmark strategies: GT and GLT that use keyword
matching alone, but such a time increase is not too serious (less
than 800 ms). However, the GIW strategy (i.e., selective wikipedia
matching) needs to spend more than 1 s for each ad selection,
which is worse in terms of efficiency than our recommended GLS
strategy. As for the GW strategy (i.e., wikipedia matching) that
needs to match all the reference articles for a target page, its less
time spent on one ad selection (about 540 ms) is due to using a
very small dataset that comprises about 3000 articles, whereas it
needs to take about 1 min to perform this strategy over our
dataset, that consists of up to hundreds of thousands of reference
articles. Thus, we conclude that our approach obtains a better
running performance than other existing ones (the strategies: GW
and GIW).

In addition, it also can be seen that compared to the GS, the
recommended GLS strategy needs some additional expense, resulting
in a decrease about 10% on running efficiency, which is due to that the
GLS strategy takes into consideration not only the global context
relevance between pages and ad candidates but also the local context
relevance, resulting in the need to some additional operations such as
page segmentation and insertion position detection. There is a similar
situation between the strategies GT and GLT.

5.4. Effectiveness evaluation

In the second group of experiments, we evaluated the adver-
tising accuracy of our approach, i.e., the relevance scores of
embedded ads to their pages. In our experiments, we first used
the six advertising strategy candidates, respectively, to select the
top-N ads and embed them into the page, and then invited human
CPU Intel Core (TM) 2 Duo @ 2.93 GHz 2.93 GHz
Running memory 2 GB
Hard disk 500 GB

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia
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Fig. 6. The average relevance scores for the top-1 ad over ambiguous pages.
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Fig. 7. The average relevance scores for the top-3 ads over ambiguous pages.
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Fig. 4. The average relevance scores for the top-1 ad over general pages.
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Fig. 5. The average relevance scores for the top-3 ads over general pages.

Table 2
The running time consumed by the six contextual advertising strategy candidates to select relevant ads for a target page.

Strategy GT GLT GS GLS GW GIW

Time (ms) 50 140 785 850 540 1165
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assessors to mark score for each ad, based on the relevance of the
ad to the insertion position or the page. Last, we averaged the
relevance scores given by the human assessors. In our experi-
ments, the advertising accuracy was evaluated from the following
three aspects: (1) the local relevance scores of embedded ads to
the insertion positions, i.e., local relevance; (2) the global relevance
scores of embedded ads to the pages, i.e., global relevance; and
(3) the overall global and local relevance scores of ads to the pages,
i.e., overall relevance. Below, we describe how to calculate the
relevance score for each ad to the page.

Let H be the human assessors, Q a set of target web pages, and N
the number of ads expected to be embedded to a page. Let
scoreðu; aj;pÞ be the relevance score given by the human assessor u
for the ad aj to the page p, and scoreðu; aj; biÞ be the relevance score
for the aj to the position bi. Then, the advertising accuracy for the
strategy R (it may be GT, GLT, GS, GLS, GWor GIW) can bemeasured as
follows (where aj∈p denotes each ad aj being embedded into the page
p, and bj denotes the insertion position corresponding to the ad aj):

#LocalReðRÞ ¼ ∑p∈Q∑aj∈p∑u∈Hscoreðu; aj; bjÞ
∥Q∥ � N � ∥H∥

#GlobalReðRÞ ¼ ∑p∈Q∑aj∈p∑u∈Hscoreðu; aj; pÞ
∥Q∥ � N � ∥H∥

#OverallReðRÞ ¼mg � #GlobalReðRÞ þml � #LocalReðRÞ
As the purpose of advertising is to select the top-N relevant ads

for a given page, we evaluated the advertising accuracy for the top-1

and the top-3 (i.e., N¼1 and N¼3). The experimental results are
shown in Figs. 4 and 5. It can be seen from the two figures that the
four strategies: GT, GS, GW and GIW, performworse in terms of local
relevance than the other two strategies: GLT and GLS.
This is due to that the front four strategies only take into considera-
tion how to select globally relevant ads for a page, without
considering the placement for the ads on the page (i.e., the ads
would be always embedded into a predefined position), conse-
quently, making the embedded ads locally irrelevant to their
surrounding page segments. Moreover, the recommended GLS
strategy, due to considering the extra local context relevance
between ads and their insertion positions, outperforms all the other
strategies in terms of local relevance, especially the benchmark
strategy (GT): compared to the GT strategy, the average local
relevance scores of the GLS strategy dramatically increase by more
than 100%, achieving up to about 50% improvement. This also leads
to the improvement on the overall advertising accuracy: compared
to the other strategies: GT, GLT, GS, GW and GIW, the overall ad-
relevance scores of the GLS strategy increase by about 30–100%.

It also can be seen from the figures that the two strategies: GS and
GLS, which combine semantic feature information along with key-
word matching to measure the context relevance between pages and
ad candidates, perform better in the measure accuracy than the other
strategies: GT and GLT, which use keyword matching alone: compared
to GS and GLS, the overall ad-relevance scores of the formers increase
by about 28–95%. By combining wikipedia matching along with
keyword matching, the GIW strategy can improve the measure
accuracy of context relevance: compared to the benchmark strategy,
the global relevance scores of the GIW strategy increase by about 25–
45%. However, this strategy takes no account of the local relevance,
resulting in not remarkable improvement on the overall accuracy of
advertising: compared to the benchmark strategy, the overall ad
relevance scores of this strategy only increase by about 10%. Besides,
compared to the benchmark, the GW strategy performs fairly in terms
of advertising accuracy. This is because in our experiments, we used a
small dataset consisting of several thousands of articles as the
intermediate reference model, leading to the problem of limited
coverage of semantic concepts (see [18] for detail).
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From the above, we conclude that our approach, which con-
ducts page-ads matching according to not only the global context
relevance but also the local context relevance, can effectively
improve the overall global and local accuracy of selected ads to
their web pages, consequently, ensuring the effectiveness of
position-wise contextual advertising.

5.5. Ambiguous evaluation

In the third group of experiments, to demonstrate that our
proposed relevance measure approach (i.e., leveraging the informa-
tive wikipedia knowledge along with keyword matching) helps to
overcome the problems of homonymy and polysemy, etc. (men-
tioned in the Introduction section), which cannot be well solved by
conventional keyword matching, we have chosen a special dataset
which consists of 27 ambiguous pages. In the pages, there are many
ambiguous keywords, such as Puma (company vs lion), Rock (person
vs music), Driver (software vs car), Game (software vs sports) and
Window (OS vs glass). The experimental results about performing
the six candidate advertising strategies over the set of ambiguous
pages are shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

As we can see from the two figures, the strategies: GS and GLS,
again outperform the other two strategies: GT and GLT, which simply
use keyword matching, in terms of averaged relevance scores on both
the sets of general pages and of ambiguous pages: the overall
relevance scores from the GLT strategy reach up to 0.8 for the top-1
and to 0.71 for the top-3, resulting in a significant improvement (more
than 100%) over the benchmark strategy. By the above, it is reflected
out that the semantic feature information contained in pages (or ads)
have better stability than the surface textual feature information, i.e.,
based on the semantic information, the context relevance between
pages and ads can be measured more accurately. It also can be seen
from the two figures that whether over the ambiguous pages or over
the general pages, the recommended strategy performs better in the
overall advertising accuracy than the other two strategies: GW and
GIW, which take no account of local context relevance.

From the above, we conclude that by using our proposed
context relevance measure approach, i.e., by combining the wiki-
pedia concept and category information along with the textual
information to enhance the feature representation for pages and
ad candidates, the negative effect caused by the problem of
semantic ambiguity can be well degraded.
6. Discussion

Now, contextual advertising has become one of the most
important economic engines behind a large number of non-
transactional sites. One of the main success factors for contextual
ads is their relevance to the surrounding content [2]. However,
most existing studies only focus on the selection for relevant ads,
without considering the positional effect of the ad placement on
the page, consequently, making that, sometimes, the ads are
globally relevant to the entire page, but locally irrelevant to the
surrounding page segments.

Therefore, the main aim of this paper is to address the frame-
work of our proposal on position-wise contextual advertising by
considering global and local context relevance comprehensively
for ad selection and placement, so that the selected ads yield
contextual relevance to both the entire target page and the ad
placement positions. Furthermore, under the framework, to
improve the measure accuracy of global and local context rele-
vance, this paper also presents a context relevance measure
approach, in which keyword vectors generated by conventional
keyword matching techniques are used to measure the textual
similarity, and concept vectors and category vectors generated
based on the wikipedia knowledge are used to measure the
semantic similarity.

In summary, the main advantages of our work include the
following three aspects. First, compared to existing wikipedia matching
techniques, most of which are not designed for contextual advertising,
our approach is more concerned about the running efficiency. In our
approach, we significantly decrease the number of relatively time-
consuming fulltext matching operations, as well as the depth of graph
traversal (when concept mapping and category mapping), resulting in
a relatively satisfactory running performance (the time spent on
position-wise contextual advertising is generally less than 1 s), thereby,
making our approach more applicable for real contextual advertising.
Second, our approach obtains better overall advertising accuracy by
considering the global and local context relevance comprehensively, so
that the embedded ads would be globally relevant to the whole page
and locally relevant to their insertion positions. Third, our approach
obtains better stability over page-ads matching. This is since we use
the wikipedia knowledge to enhance the semantic representation of
pages and candidate ads, which, compared to the surface text
information, has better stability, i.e., the context relevance between
pages and ads can be reflected out more accurately.

In short, this paper presents a beneficial attempt for the
problem of position-wise contextual advertising. Compared to
existing approaches, the approach proposed in this paper obtains
a better balance between advertising accuracy and running effi-
ciency. However, there are still a few factors needed to consider in
real application deployment. The first problem is the impact of
multiple factors on ad selection. Besides the main factor of the
lexical and syntactic contextual relevance, some human cognitive
features also have an important influence on the user's ad-click
rate. For example, aesthetic factor also plays an important role for
online advertising. Will the stylistic factors impact the user's ad-
click interest? What is the influential degree of such impact?
Which factor is more important? Despite that this study is
undoubtedly important in dealing with advertising, it is out of
main interest of this paper. We aim to address this in future work.

The second problem is the shortage of our approach itself in real
application. In our context relevance measure approach, the basic
idea is to use wikipedia concepts and categories to capture the
semantic feature information contained in pages and ads. However,
the concepts and categories belong to lower level semantics, by
which, it is hard to reflect higher level semantic features (e.g.,
stylistic aesthetic patterns) that generally have better stability than
lower level features, thereby, reducing the accuracy on semantic
similarity computation at a certain degree. In addition, the running
efficiency of our approach outperforms some existing ones, but it
still cannot well satisfy the real requirement of in-time contextual
advertising. As future work, we therefore plan to research more
accurate and efficient context relevance measure approach by
capturing higher level semantic feature information implied in texts.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a position-wise contextual
advertising approach. On the one hand, we presented an overall
framework by considering global and local context relevance com-
prehensively for ad selection, so that the selected ads yield contextual
relevance to both the whole page and the ad insertion positions. On
the other hand, we presented a context relevance measure approach
by using wikipedia (one of the largest human knowledge bases) to
enrich the feature representation for pages and ads, so as to improve
the measure accuracy of global and local context relevance. Last, we
have also performed experimental evaluation in terms of advertising
accuracy and running efficiency over a set of pages and textual ads
downloaded from the Internet. The experimental results have
demonstrated the effectiveness of our approach.
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